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„The game is played between the ball is dropped and the whistle is blown.“

Introduction

The idea for the Department of Players Safety comes from the NHL and has been applied in Austria in
the Erste Bank Ice hockey League (first league) three years ago. At the beginning there was a lot of
scepticism and uncertainty under players, coaches and especially referees. The problem was, that not
everybody clearly understood what  DOPS is  doing.  After  a  big information  campaign with players,
coaches,  referees  and the fans,  everybody understood what DOPS is  responsible  for.  This document
includes all regulations of DOPS in Austria. DOPS will bring big advantages for all participants. Coaches
will have the possibility to challenge every situation (meeting the criteria of a review) after the game.
This will help to protect his players.

Players can be sure, that no opponent player will get away with anything, especially when there was no
call on the pitch.

Referees will go through the biggest change so far. Important is, that referees are open minded enough to
know when they have done a mistake. Mistakes can happen or sometimes a bad sightline leads to a bad
call. At the end of the day the right call has to be made, preferably made by the referees in the game, but
at least from DOPS after the game.

All suspensions (videos) will  be uploaded to the website to train coaches, players, fans and referees
including key references to better understand the reason for the suspension. All key references for calling
penalties can be found in the appendix. These key references come from the NHL and are adapted to
Inline skater hockey.

In a year or two, everybody will understand when a penalty will be called. This allows us to bring the
game on a new level and to improve consistency between the referees and nations.
In addition to DOPS, the ISHA will do a video rulebook on the homepage explaining the key references
for calling penalties. 
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§1 Responsibility and competence of DOPS

1) The department of player safety may investigate any incident where video footage is available,
regardless of the quality or the origin of the video material at his discretion.

2) The department of players safety must review all cases where one of the following applies:
a) A player is injured
b) A dangerous action where the opponent player could be injured
c) A game misconduct penalty has been awarded
d) A match penalty has been awarded

3) The department of player safety works only as an advisory board. Disciplinary actions can only
be awarded by the national disciplinary committee.

4) After the completion of a game, it is at the obligatory discretion of the national representative of
player safety to examine each incident which arose in the course of the game, to conduct the 
relevant investigations.

5) Team representatives may request a review of one or multiple specific game situations. For 
each situation a deposit of € 100,- must be made upfront at the ISHA bank account. If the 
review of the situation results in disciplinary action against the opposite team or player, the full 
amount will be transferred back to the team requesting the review. In any other case 50% of 
the amount of money will be awarded to the IISHF for international referee training and 50% to 
the department of players safety (for providing the videos and time used for investigations) 

6) Any investigation must be started within 7 days from the incident. The national representative 
of player safety must inform the disciplinary committee and the investigated club that an 
investigation is in progress. 

7) A final decision on any case must be made by the disciplinary committee according to the 
national regulations. DOPS is responsible for forwarding all findings in time to the disciplinary 
committee. 

§2 Procedure of DOPS

1) The national representative of player safety collects all information about an incident and 
forwards the following documents to the international players safety committee:
a) All available video material of the incident. Video material can and should include slow 

motion and pictures but may not include any other information or opinion about the incident.
b) The game report
c) Information about the called penalty on the pitch: Time of the incident. Score at the time of 

the incident. 
d) Referee reports and referee supervisors reports if available. 
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2) Each member of the DOPS is asked to provide their opinion on the reviewed incident, 
considering the key references for calling penalties:
a) Provide whether a penalty should be called and which penalty should be called.
b) Provide your opinion if the relevant key references are fulfilled.
c) Provide your opinion on the severity of the penalty at a scale from 1 to 10.  Every type of 

penalty should be evaluated separately (A tripping penalty 8 might not be as severe as a 
check to the head 4).

§3 Key references for calling penalties

Boarding
 No regards for the ball
 Excessive force to an opponent into 

the boards
 Opponent is defenceless

Charging
 Skates leaving the pitch before impact
 Skates leaving the pitch after impact 

(excessive force)
 Speed and distance travelled
 Hip check

Checking from behind
 Point of contact to opponent’s back 

(area of opponents back # and 
including mass area between shoulder
blades)

 Opponent unable to protect himself
 Directly from behind

Checking to the head
 Head was targeted
 Initial/principal point of contact the 

head/neck area
 Contact to head is avoidable

Elbowing
 To inflict punishment
 Arm/elbow tucked vs. extension away 

from body
 Close line effect

High stick
 Contact above the shoulders of the 

opponent
 Responsibility is on player to control 

his stick
Hooking

 Where is the stick?
 Is there a consequence?
 Stick blade position and location

Interference
 Restraining a non-ball carrier 

opponent
 Creating a “pick”
 Making yourself bigger

Goalkeeper interference
 Attacking player’s track leads directly 

into the goalkeeper vs. being pushed
 3 Options for allowing/disallowing goal

o No goal & free-hit
o No goal & penalty
o Goal & no penalty

Kneeing
 Body position in low stance (knee 

height of opponent)
 Dangerous/unnecessary movement to 

make body contact with opponent’s 
players knee

 Knee extension
Roughing (not possible for a check!)

 Free hand as a weapon
 Excessive force
 Location of impact

Slashing
 Force of contact
 Location of contact
 Motion of contact

Tripping
 Is there a consequence?
 No play of ball before trip
 Opponent’s inability to progress
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